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Fill in the squares above in any order you want, with the following genres and literary terms. 

Fantasy Fiction Non-fiction Biography Poetry 
Spine Cover Paperback Copyright Publisher 
Title page Bibliography Endpapers Frontispiece Gilt edges 
Preface ISBN Signature Historical Fiction Recto 
Dust Jacket Mystery Edition Informational Bibliophile 
Slipcase Gutter Magazine Half-Title Verso 
Author Dedication Manuscript Editor Dog Ear 
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Some Helpful Definitions 

 

ISBN (International Standard Book Number) A unique machine-readable identification 

number, which identifies any book unmistakably. 159 countries and territories are officially 

ISBN members. However, as with many man-instituted technologies, the system is not perfect; 

occasionally one will find two [or more] titles with the same ISBN. 

 

SIGNATURE A printed sheet of paper, folded to size and ready for sewing (i.e.: large paper 

folded in half, fourths, eighths, sixteenths, or thirty-seconds). 
 

VERSO The left page of an open book, when it is open and facing the reader. The back of a leaf. 

Also called the reverse. 
 

RECTO A right-hand page, when a book is open and facing the reader. 

 

GUTTER  Channel and combined marginal space formed by the two inner or back margins of 

facing pages of a volume. Margin along the spine 

 

EDITION All of the copies of a book printed from the same setting of type, at one time or over a 

period of time, with no major changes, additions or revisions. Minor changes, such as the 

correction of some misspelled words, or the addition of a dedication, or similar very minor 

alterations, may be made and the revised copies are still considered as part of the same edition, 

simply being described as different states or issues. 

 

 


